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       Two-variate Exponential Distribution and Its 
       Numerical Table for Engineering Application 
              By Masashi  NAGAO  and  Mutsumi KADOYA 
                    (Manuscript received January 25,  1971)
                              Abstract 
  This study aims to  develop the fundamental theory of a two-variate gamma distri-
 bution, especially of a two-variate exponential distribution for engineering application. 
 In outline, the study is as follows  : 
  (1) Methods of estimating the parameters included in the probability density fuction 
of the distribution, the shape parameter in the marginal distribution of which is the 
same in each, are developed by using the techniques of maximum likelihood and 
moments. The results show that the estimator for the correlation parameter by the 
 latter is coincident with the ordinary Pearsonian definition of correlation coefficient, but 
that by the former is not. 
  (2) The characteristics of the two-variate exponential distribution, which is a special 
type of gamma distribution, especially the characteristics of a correlation surface and 
locus of the mode of the conditional probability density function are clarified theoreti-
 cally and numerically in relation to the correlation parameters.
   (3) For convenience of engineering application of two-variate exponential distri-
 bution, numerical values of the conditional  probability function are provided in a table, 
 That is, for the fixed values of one variate, the computational values of the other 
 variate are prepared under various conditional probabilities and correlation parameters. 
1. Introduction 
  In designing systems for flood control and water resources, there are many 
problems which should be analyzed by considering the correlation between 
variables such as river flow discharges at several gauging stations, rainfall depths 
at various locations, rainfall depth and discharge sequences, flood discharge and 
its duration, and so on. This, situation compells river engineers to recognize 
the importance of the theory of multi-variate statistical analysis and to introduce 
it into their design procedure. In fact, stochastic techniques such as regression 
analysis and data generation have recently played an important role in a systems 
approach to the problems of flood control and water resources. 
  In most cases a technique based on a normal distribution is applied  ; however 
not all hydrologic quantities follow the normal distribution but rather a skewed 
one having positive skewness in many cases. So, special devices must be 
introduced to cope with this. One such expedient is to normalize the distri-
bution of hydrologic quantities in any of the usual ways; but a more basic way is 
to develop a statistical theory for multi-variate following a skewed distribution. 
  This study aims to develop a fundamental theory of multi-variate gamma 
distribution, regarded as a useful type for skewed distribution because the
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gamma distribution,  also called Peason type  HI distribution, may have a great 
variety of shapes from a symmetrical curve near a normal distribution to an 
extremely asymmetrical curve such as an exponential distribution, according to 
the selection of the parameters included in the distribution function. 
  There are only a few studies available on multi-variate gamma distribution. 
 Kibble's' work might be regarded as the pioneering work in this field.  tle 
derived a two-variate gamma distribution and showed it as a series bilinear in 
Laguerre polynomials. Moreover, he showed that it can be expressed in terms 
of a modified Bessel function, if the two variates have the same shape parameter. 
 Cherian21 also derived a two-variate gamma distribution with a definite value 
for the correlation coefficient. Krishnamoorthy and  Parthasarathy3,0) expanded 
Kibble's work to multi-variate gamma distribution.  Izawa,,,,' investigated the 
fundamenal characteristics of two-variate gamma distribution from the view-
point of statistical meteorology.  Gumbel” and  Freund,' discussed some special 
types of two-variate exponential distributions. 
  These studies seem to be for mathematical interest only, so it is hard to use 
their results directly in engneering practice. As the first step of our study, 
the fundamental theory of two-variate exponential distribution is developed after 
some discussion of a two-variate gamma distribution, and a numerical table of 
conditional probabilities of the two-variate exponential distribution is prepared in 
this paper for the convenience of engineering practice. 
 2. Two-variate Gamma Distribution 
2.  1. Definition and fundamental relations 
 The probability density function of one-variate gamma distribution is defined 
by the following well-known equation, 
   f(X)- 4'r(v)exp(- x0  (I) 
where  Id and  /3 are the parameters sometimes called shape parameter and scale 
parameter, respectively. The expectation, E(x), and the variance, D2(x), of 
the variable, x, are given by 
 E(x)=e3v  ,  D2(x)=492v  ( 2  ) 
 The particular case for  v=1 in Eq. (1) is known as an exponential distribution 
and for  13=2 as a  X2-distribution with  2v degree of freedom. 
  Now, the general form of two-variate gamma distribution function whose 
marginal distributions have the different shape parameters  v, and v2  (v1*-v2) was 
defined by  Izawan  ; but we will start this discussion from the definition of the 
distribution function where each shape parameter is the same, e. g.  vi=v2=v. 
In this case, the probability density function  f(xl,  x2) is given by the following 
equation  ; 
          1 x, _x2         fix', x2) =.-1 expi-91(1-to) 62(1- P)                r(v)(a 1, a 2)Th (1-P)P 2 
 X (xix2)21-1(2VPpVxix2) (3)                                   1-a la 2 
where  r(v) shows the gamma function and  .L,(z) the modified Bessel function 
with argument  (v-1) as defined as  follows  :
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        T(z)=5rttz-'dt,1,(z)-2.42"n!z"2"                             n_o  T(v+n+1) 
and  al,  a2 and p are the  constants. As pointed out by Izawa, if the correlation 
parameter, p, is  negative or positive larger than unity, the value of z in  1,-;(z) 
becomes imaginary or negative and the density function takes the negative or 
imaginary value according to the value of v. Therefore, p must be in the range 
 0p1. 
 The marginal probability density function,  fl(x,), of  x, and, f2(x2),  of  x2, 
respectively, and the conditional  probability density function,  fix,  1  x2), of x, for 
a given value,  x2, are defined easily from Eq. (3) as  follows  : 
 fi(xl)=5o(xl,x2)dx2 =1 - xrexp(- )            1-(u)o,'  at (4) 
        f2(x2)0x2)dx,=r(1v)a2'xrlexP(--=x(70  / 
        f(x, j1-2)= f(x''  x2)  -               a? x,               .A(x2)u.11.-1(X)2                         Cala2)ZP)PY2 
        x  expl-   x, x2 (2,Ip_/  xix2\ (  5  )  e,(1-p) a2(1-p))L-I\I-4 a,6,21 
Moreover, the conditional mean corresponding to the regression curve, E(x,  lx2), 
and the conditional variance,  D2(x,Ix2), of x, for a given value,  x2, are shown 
as  follows: 
 E(x,  I  x2)-  pa,  +   P(x2  vaz)  ( 6  ) 
 a2 
 D2(xilx2)=vol2(1-p)'+2  al'  p(1-p)x2  ( 7  ) 
 a2 
These results given by Izawa are important as the basis of the following con-
siderations. 
2. 2. Estimation of parameters 
 In order to apply two-variate gamma distribution to engineering practice, it 
is necessary to estimate the unknown parameters,  aL,  az and  p, included in the 
distribution function. But it seems that such a theory for two-variate gamma 
distribution is not developed yet except in Izawa's work for a two-variate expo-
nential distribution applying the maximum likelihood method. Therefore, we 
try to develop the theories for estimating the parameters by using the methods 
of maximum likelihood and moments for fwo-variate gamma distribution. 
 (1) Estimation by the maximum likelihood method 
 Under the hypothesis that  v is known, for a sample of n's pairs of  (z11,  x21) 
 (i=1, 2,  •-•  •, n) from a two-dimensional population, whose probability density 
function is given by Eq. (3), is defined by 
                                                                                   .-1  
 P„=   1 11XilX2i)2 
           (F(v)  •("Al (1—p);ill'1=11. 
       x exp1r,1 E x2; I X FL 1;-,Calp x x (  8  ) 
           a,(1- p)a2(1-p) ale2(1-p) 
And the likelihood equations with respect to unknown parameters become as 
 follows  :
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 a(logP.)   =  a(logP,,)   =   a(logP.)   =0 
 dal  ao2 ap 
Considering the  relations1;(2)={1,_,(z)+  1;+,(z)1/2 and  /,_1(z)-  1;,.,(z)  =  (2v/  z) 
 X  .rw(z), the solution by the maximum likelihood method is given by the following 
forms 
 " 1a1 a     — E6'2 -x2i  ( 9  ) 
 nv  1=1 
                I. (  iaeop   n  1-11 )  
 VNI =E(10)          n4Pen2;) 
where  ei and  721 are the standardized variables defined as follows : 
    Xsj (11) 
 bz 
 From this we conclude that the scale parameters,  a  t and  (72, can easily be esti-
mated from the mean value in the one-dimensional sense but the correlation 
parameter,  p, is estimated only by an indirect method such as iterational 
procedure, because it is implicitly contained in Eq. (10). 
 (2) Estimation by the moments method 
 The product moment of the joint distribution of the variables  x, and  x2 is 
written by the following 
     149e 5 5riPx2V-(x-1,x2)dxidx2=C150x2 2 exp[ 2 }dx2                                                              (720—10 
           v-l+p  •I( 24Px24—)dx          xi x,2exp                             o,(1-P))4if,a2(1-p)xl             Jo 
in which (12) 
 C, 1= 
 F(v) • (a ,a 2)v2+10-v1 
and both p and q are non-negative integers. Using the transformation of 
the integral term of  xl,  Ii, becomes asfollows,' : 
       aSo 
    et,v-1 24p   I,--y+15exp[- x't_1(   x)dx 
                         a,(1-P)Vcria2(1-p)'/ 
       p(p-E-p)1I       =-Cz  P 2 (1-P)P+16sP+ 2Xzv2  IF  i(v  P  ; v  ;  P  x2) (13) 
 F(v)  (12(1-  P) 
 v—I 
 Cz  (I2  2 
in which  IF,  (a;  y  ; z) is a degenerate hypergeometric function defined by 
                 r(r) f(a+n) a.         F
l(a ; r ; z)= E                     P( a)a=G F(i+n) n! 
Therefore, the product moment can be written as  follows'o: 
 vpg =  C,C2 exp  x2 l x"F(v+P; v ;  P X2)dX2 
        o a,(1-p)0.2(1-0 
 -   P)  (Id+  q)  (1  -  p)P+4  a  IP  a?  F(v  +  p  ;  v+4;,,;  P) (14) 
 {r(v)}2 
where  na  ; b  ; c  ;  z) is a hypergeometric function defined by
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                       11(c)7,11(a+n)11(b+n)zn  F(a ; b ; c ; z)-
r(a)r(b),"  n!r(c+n) 
Thus, substituting 0, 1, 2 for p and q practically, the following relations are 
obtained  : 
 lij2  =idol  ,  p20=14+1>012 
 vol  =1)62 ,  vo2=v(v+  1)022 (15) 
 vii-v(P±P)(7.62 
 That is, the following momentum  equalities hold for the 1st and 2nd moments 
calculated from the sample of n's pairs  (xii,  x2r)  (i=  1, 2, n) 
  I n n           —=Ida, — E X21'a X2= va2 
  nn  i=„ 
               xii2x,2=v(v+1)al2,—x2i2---E-x22=1)(v+1)a22 
 n1      _E i=1 
 1  —E  .ViaC2=V(V-E  p)o.  la  2 
 n Therefore, the estimators for the parameters by the moments method are given 
by 
 (13)2 _(Y2)2  
              z2_(-xo2,22_(x2)2
 QI  _vI°  -(Y1)2   =   -  (Y02  ( (16) 
 ,-   
           vx7-(-±7)2  Vx22-(x2)2 
 For the shape parameter, a, the solution by the maximum likelihood is the 
same as the one by the  moment's method; and for the correlation parameter, p, 
the solution by the moments method is coincident with the ordinary Pearsonian 
definition of correlation coefficient but the one by the maximum likelihood 
method is not. 
 Moreover, the estimators by the moments method are given by the following 
equalities, if the shape parameter  v is known. 
                      - 
                  = — 
                vv 
    '7\
2Xj2x22        0'22-(17)       al v(2)+1)v(v+1) 
 vxix2 
3. Two-variate Exponential Distribution 
3. 1. Fundamental relations 
 It is well known that the one-variate exponential distribution, which is a 
special type of the one-variate gamma distribution as mentioned above, plays an 
important role in the frequency analysis of hydrological quantities. Therefore, 
developing the theory of the two-variate exponential distribution as a special 
type of the two-variate gamma distribution is to be useful in engineering practice. 
 The various characteristics of the two-variate exponential distribution can be 
easily reduced by using the above-mentioned relations. By using the same 
notation as before, the fundamental relations are summarized as follows  :
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Probability density function : 
                  1        .fixi, x2) = cr,a2(1—p)exp0,0e,(1x-2 p)1 • ID (24 yx[1(2) (18)                                                                  1—p GIP2 
Marginal distribution function: 
. 
           (__./L)f2(x2) =1ai11(xi) =- p4) (19)           friex0'2exp(—62
Conditional probability density function  : 
 f(xil  x2) =  1  expf—  x'  —  Pxz• /AP_,/xix2)(20)                 al(1—P) Pi(1—P) a 2(1—to)\1—Palas 
Conditional mean  : 
 E(xilx2)=-61+P  °'  (x2—  a  2) (21) 
 02 
Conditional variance  : 
 Dz(xilx2)=e,2(1  —p),-1-2   612  p(1—p)x2 (22) 
 e2 
3. 2. Esitmation of parameters 
 (1) Estimation by the maximum likelihood method 
 From  Eqs, (9), (10) and (11), the following relations are obtained, 
 et,  ,  61=X2 
 a ii(2,1Pea)i) 
  vi;= 1—P)  (23)                           ‘.1eiw  n {=i 
            o(V Pe77)                   \ 1— 
where 
    _   x2; (24) 
In order to obtain the solution of p, the following procedure may be used. 
 First, defining such a new variable zi as 
           21
p                           ,) 
     at.z=r  (i=1, 2,  •  ••  •, n) (25) 
and using a function  K(zi) 
                 1.1(zi     K(z i)—)  zi=K(Thei,12;) (26)  1
0(zi) 
Eq. (23) is rewritten as follows : 
      2P 1  K(zi) (27)        1—p n 
The relation between z and K(z) is shown as in Fig. 1. Therefore, if the first 
approximation of  P is assumed, the value of  z is obtained through Eq. (25), 
K(z) through Fig. 1 and the second approximation of p through Eq. (27). This 
computation may be repeated  until] Eq. (27) is finally satisfied in a practical 
sense. In this computation, the  selection of the first approximation of p is 
delicate. For this selection, it may be useful to adopt the solution by the 
moments method. However, there remains some doubt about the necessity of 
obtaining the exact solution through such a troublesome computation in practice 
because of the existence of errors in samples. That is, the following solution by 
the moments method may be sufficient for the estimation of the parameters 
from the viewpoint of engineering application.
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 (2) Estimation by the moments method 
 From Eq. (14), the product moment for two-variate exponential distribution 
is given by the following, 
 vfro—P  !  q  !  (1  —,0)fr'alfra?  F(p+1,  4+1 ;  1  ;  P) (28) 
Then, the solution by the moments method is obtained by using relations given 
by the above equation for p, q=0, 1, 2 or by using Eq. (17) in which parameter 
 v is taken as unity. The following equations show their solutions.  
i.‘1=11  ,  (C2=iz 
     1 
 1—^ 1—           a2= X
12622= x22  2 2(29) 
          xix2       p--1 
3. 3. Probability density function 
 In this section, we investigate the characteristics of the probability density 
surface. The following considerations are for a distribution function in which 
every variable is standardized.  Fig.  2 shows a form of the surface of the  proba-
                     f (E,'7) 
 1.5 
 1.0 I
                       a5-i 
      Af  ($.7)                 ALPIPPari=7c3  V             ^11War 
     areAradpAppAr/  E=Em(1) 
     2ardi P P rtal re r 
a 
     3IrairArr   SA -r—A drad. r 
 e're 
 Fig.a Surface of two-variate exponential probability density function for  p=0.3.
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bility density function for  p=0. 3. Further information is obtained by considering 
the surface of f=f  (e,  27) for a fixed value of  v. For  v=0, the curve of  f(e,v) 
is exponential as seen in the following equation, 
 f  (E,  72)—  11  p  exp(—   1e  p  ) 
and the value of  f(E, 72) decreases in monotone with the increase of  E. For  v= 
const.  *0, the shape of the curve differs according to the value of  'j, and all 
its curvature is not monotone, but the probability density surface has a mode 
for  72>)7, in which  ve is some boundary value. However, it is difficult to know 
the details of this tendency in Fig. 2 directly according to the value of  v.  Fig.  3 
 (a)—(c) show examples of the intersection of the surface for some values of  v. 
From these figures, the following tendencies are pointed out  : 
 1) For the positive fixed value  v, if p is greater than some value, the mode 
of probability density curve exists and the boundary value,  )2,, diminishes with 
the increase of p. 
 2) The position of the mode moves to the positive direction of  6 according to 
the increase of p or  v. 
 3) The degree of kurtosis about the mode grows smaller, the smaller the 
value p or the larger  v. 
 In detail, the position of the mode is obtained by the following analytical 
treatment. Denoting the value of  e, at which the mode exists, by  em and putting 
 Lai  (E,  v)/de =0,  em is given by the following relations.  (p,  v*0)  E=Em 
 1—p  1  =   I,(z)  =G(z)                                               (30) 
        2p  v  zIo(z) 
         2,1p   z— 
1_12v n.2 (31) 
in which G(z) is a function of z and shown in Fig. 1. 
 Since the left hand in Eq. (30) becomes known for given values of p and  v, 
and yet the value of z is found for G(z) from Fig. 1,  em is easily obtained 
from Eq. (31). 
  Next, the domain in which the mode exists is clarified as follows. By using 
the recursion formula of the modified Bessel function, the following equations are 
obtained. 
        f(?)__ 1 1.1_12(z)1 
       z10(z)2  l 10(z)1' 
 O<I.,(z)11.,,(z)<  1 (the equality holds only for z=0). 
 From these equations, it becomes clear that the mode exists only when the 
value of  v satisfies the following relation 
          1p   71-71` (32) 
  By using the above results, the position of the mode of  f(e,v) for a fixed 
value  1), can be calculated and the result is shown in  Fig.  4 for the various 
values of p. It may be said from this figure that the locus of the mode for a 
given value of p will approach a straight line asymptotically with the increase 
of  v. 
  This asymptotic line can be found by the following proccdure. By using the
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       Fig. 3. Intersections of two-variate exponential probability density surface.
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asymptotic expansion of the modified Bessel function of large value of z, 
       h(z)= e 4v2_12( 40— 12)(41,2— 3 )  11-
             427rZ 1!(8z)  2!(8z)2 
the power series of z for  I,(z)/  I0(z) is given by 
 I,(z)  1  _  O.  5   _   0.  125  _ 
 10(z)  z  z2
Substituting the above relation into Eq. (30) yields  the followingapproximation 
       z22p
1—p z  (1  _   0.5  _0.2125 0.125_)_ 1—2pp\f(z_1)(1z11)1(33) 
 z Assuming that  OW  z)< (z-1/2) and 1/20, Eq. (33) is rewritten by 
      e„,,-,pri—  114p or)n$,,,+  14P7p                                        (34) 
This is the objective equation of the asymptotic line. 
3. 4. Conditional distribution function 
 Using Eq. (20) expressed in the standardized variables, the conditional distri-
bution function  F($ I  72), is defined by 
  RE I V) =5fie Iv)de—exp(—  )50Eexp(—1P1ep)10 (24pa-)de (35)       1p1pVI 
Of course, it depends on the values  $,  72 and p. 
 Two kinds of numerical table for  F($1  >2) have been prepared for the convenience 
of practical computation. One is a table of  F(6172) tabulated for  r=0  (0.25) 
 a  00(0.  5)5(1)10(12)18,  6=0.25(0. 25)10(0. 5)140)18 and  p  =  O. 1(0.  1)0.  9, in addition, 
 6=0.  05(0.  05)0.25 for  p  6",. The numerical computation was carried out by the 
following operational procedure. First, f(e I  72) was computed for given values 
of p,  72 and e, the interval of which was given by at least  0.005 if necessary. 
Next, the integration was done by using the Newton-Cotes integration formula. 
This computation was done by KDC II (Kyoto University Digital Computer  H). 
 The other is a table compiled from the former, taking into account other 
conveniences such as data generation. For this compilation, considerable supple-
mental computations and interpolations of numerical value were carried out by 
a digital computer, FACOM 230-60 in Kyoto University. In this new table, as 
seen in Table 1-9, the value of  $ has been shown for  F($  p)=0.001(0.001)0.01 
(0.  01)0.  20(0. 05)0. 80(0. 01)0.  99(0. 001)0. 999,  v=0(0. 25)3. 00(0.  5)5(1)10  (2)18 and 
 p  =0.  1(0.1)0.9. In this table, for example, the numerical value O. 1234 -1 means 
 $=0.  1234X  10-' for corresponding values of  p,  v and  Fa  172).
  These tables are useful for various two-variate exponential problems in engin-
eering practice as follows. One example is data generation using the simulation 
technique for two variables. In a two-variate normal distribution, the estima-
tion of the dependent variable, y, for a given independent variable, x, is made 
by the following well-known equation. 
 Y=Y+P  ay  (X—  -2)+CY,11  —p2 t (36) 
where  t is a standardized normal variable with zero mean and unit standard 
deviation. Since the conditional variance  D2(yIx) is independnt of x in the 
case of a normal distribution, the term to be added to the conditional mean is 
written by the simple form as shown in the third term of the right hand in
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Eq. (36). The other hand, in the case of a two-variate exponential distribution, 
the corresponding equation becomes the following. 
 Y-51-  P —p)2+ 2.2-2p(1 —p)x(37) 
   as as 
where  s is the variable corresponding to t in Eq. (36). However,  € is not already 
 indepent of p and x, but a function of  F(yi  x), i.e.  e=e[F(y I x)], because the 
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   Fig.4. Positions of mode of a conditional probability density function.
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variance D2(ylx) depends on p and x. 
 That is to say, since the conditional distribution function of y in the case of 
a two-variate exponential distribution is dependent directly on p and x, y must 
be given by the following form. 
     y= YCP(Y IX))= • YCF(e 10). (38) 
This explanation may be supposed easily from Fig. 5. Tables 1-9 may help to 
deal with such problems. 
 y F(y1x)=r r(u)du  y  F(yix)TF(E11) 
                             -00 
(9'mrE         :standardized normal =f(El`nclE 
                                                                       0 
         distribution function)  -y/cry  ,  Tx/Cry) 
L
 (t) 6yt  
y=f(y1x) 
 F(71x)  () 
 y=f(y1x) 
 (u) 
      1 /  (y—Y)2\ 1Px   f(
r  lx)- v271.yx exP  2gyi  x2  )  f(y  I  X)  =                                 Oita 12) eXP(  a  V(1  19)  ax(1-P)/ 
   1= y+p:=Cx-2) x4(21/7-Y1
 1-p&rue 
   (a)  ( b) 
 Fig. 5. Conceptional illustrations of conditional probability density functions for normal 
      and exponential distributions. 
 Another example is the computation of probability in an arbitary domain D in 
an x-y plane. If the domain D is expressed by the pairs of standardized varia-
bles,  (6,  7)), the probability, P(D), for which a pair of variables, (5,  71), is included 
in the domain D, is given by 
     P(D)=5f(E, Oderb2=S72()[Yiuf(15)4                              '2ei, 
where  sp and  tp, denote the lower and upper boundaries of  v, respectively,  e  i 
and  ei. the lower and upper boundaries of i-th strip respectively, when the 
domain D is subdivided into small strips of equal width by the straight lines 
parallel to the  e axis. In practice, the equation is rewritten by 
      P(D)  =  E  e  i  {F(ei.  I  72i)—  i  II  pd; (39) 
where  P72; and n are the width and the total number of the subdivided strips.
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       This computation can be easily carried on by using this table, too. 
       4. Conclusion 
        This paper has describcd the fundamental theory and its application of  two-
       variate gamma distribution which has the same shape parameters, especially 
       two-variate exponential distribution. In addition, a useful numerical table is 
       presented for a conditional probability function. Of course, there remain other 
       important problems to be elucidated, and we are now studying the following 
         ones. 
        (1) To expand the above results to two-variate gamma distribution which 
       has different shape parameters and also to two-variate extremal distribution. 
        (2) To  clarify the degree of confidence of the estimated parameters and to 
       develp the theory of testing hypothesis for two-variate gamma distribution. 
        (3) To apply these theoretical and numerical results to practical engineering 
       problems such as the various river works. 
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 Note  : In the Table, 0. 1234-2 means 0. 1234 x 10-2 
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       212 0.11 0.75 0.2204  -0 0.2240  -0 
       212 0.13 0.75 0.2552  -0 0.2522  -0 
       212 0.45 1.25 0.1022 -0 0.1022  +1
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